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Abstract
The majority of the variance risk premia is concentrated around the time of macroeconomic news
announcements. Risk premia embodied in variance futures are negative around such events, consistent
with theory. Risk premia in index option straddle positions are also negative around announcements,
except that they are positive around Fed Open Market Committee (FOMC) meetings. Upon decomposing the
straddle returns, we find that they primarily represent compensation for jump risk. On the other hand, the
positive returns on FOMC meetings are due to extraordinary actions by the board to calm volatility. In sum,
we provide evidence that variance risk premia are economically significant and essentially accrue over only
a few days a year.

1. Introduction
A recent literature has established that the market risk premium accrues on only a few days a year. Seminal
in this area, Savor and Wilson (2013) show that stock market average returns and Sharpe ratios are
significantly higher on key macroeconomic news days, demonstrating a robust trade-off between
macroeconomic risk and returns. Separate from market risk, there has been a focus on the willingness of
investors to pay a premium to hedge against changes in higher-order moments of the return distribution,
namely stochastic variance and price jumps. A risk-averse investor dislikes both increases in market
variance because it erodes their future risk-return tradeoff and price jumps because they deal severe
instantaneous losses to portfolios. In this area, Carr and Wu (2009) and Bakshi and Kapadia (2003)
empirically document that stochastic variance does represent a separate source of risk, and is economically
important in return patterns for synthetic variance swaps and delta-hedged portfolios.
Days when there is an increased likelihood of high realized variance or a price jump will incorporate these
heightened risks into affected asset prices. Scheduled macroeconomic announcements are known points in
time to investors that are risky, since surprise economic values can increase realized volatility or induce
price jumps. This intuition begs the question-is the premium paid to insure against volatility risk and jump
risk also concentrated on relatively few important economic news days? This topic has yet to be addressed
by the literature. In this paper, we fill a gap in research by testing the hypothesis of a significantly larger
premium paid by investors to insure against higher-order risks on macroeconomic news days compared to
non-news days. We study these premiums by analyzing the realized announcement day returns of assets
exposed to these risks in the futures and index options market.
We investigate the returns on a synthetic 30-day futures position on the CBOE Volatility Index (VIX). The VIX
measures 30-day expected volatility on the S&P 500 index extracted from a strip of out-of-the-money put
and call options. VIX futures are exchange traded, available to retail investors, and highly liquid. The recent
publicized popularity of VIX futures as a hedging instrument also makes them an attractive asset for this line
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of research. Since this futures position is intended to provide direct exposure to market volatility, its return
patterns provide insights into the compensation for variance risk on announcement days.
The results are striking when VIX future returns are aggregated on news days. During meetings of the
Federal Open Market Committee (FOMC), NonFarm Payrolls (NFP), and ISM Manufacturing (ISM), average
returns to futures on news days are -1.3%, -0.42%, -0.44%, respectively. An investor purchasing futures in
advance of these three news days would experience losses -20% on an annualized basis. This represents a
substantial difference compared to no news days and their return average of -0.070% (-15% annualized).
Our finding is remarkable considering that these announcements comprise only about 12% of our sample.
This indicates that such significantly negative returns represent a realization of a large cumulative risk
premia.
Next, we look to further validate this result in the options market by calculating the returns of an S&P 500
(SPX) delta-neutral straddle. A straddle is an options portfolio that is long both at-the-money calls and puts
such that overall delta of the portfolio is zero, which removes the directional risk component. Coval and
Shumway (2001) show that straddles have a -3.0% average weekly return, and demonstrate that stochastic
higher-order risks are important pricing factors in their returns. In contrast to VIX futures, straddles have a
known additional risk exposure due to their gammas– which causes their returns to be highly sensitive to
price jumps in the underlying security. When our sample is separated by news days, average returns to
straddles also exhibit unique patterns. Upon announcements of NonFarm Payrolls (NFP), Consumer Price
Index (CPI), ISM Manufacturing (ISM), and Industrial Production (IP) straddles display highly negative
average returns ranging from -2.4% to -1.1%. Consistent with the VIX results, returns on delta-neutral
straddles also confirm the concentration of risk premia on relatively few trading days.
However, there is one announcement that provides a very interesting exception to patterns described
above – meetings of the Federal Open Market Committee (FOMC). 2 On meeting days, average returns to
straddles exhibit large positive returns of 1.7%. In order to further explore this anomaly we separate the two
components that drive straddle returns – volatility and jump risk. Adopting a methodology similar to
Cremers, Halling, and Weinbaum (2015), we disentangle the component sources of risk to straddles and
measure their contribution to the overall delta-neutral returns. This can be accomplished by utilizing a
weighting scheme involving the option’s vega and gamma. We create a straddle portfolio that heavily weigh
on one type or risk, while remaining neutral to the other. One options portfolio has a large vega, which will
be sensitive to underlying volatility. The other options portfolio has a large gamma, which will be sensitive
to underlying jumps. Our findings indicate that the premium for jump risk is the primary driver behind the
observed negative delta-neutral returns on NFP, IP, and ISM days and the positive returns on FOMC days.
Our explanation for the FOMC result focuses on forward-looking nature of the committee’s disclosure,
which makes these announcements inherently different than others. FOMC meetings are pre-scheduled
periods that allow the committee to intervene in markets during times of high uncertainty by providing
policy protection to falling asset prices. Amengual and Xiu (2014) find that resolution of policy uncertainty
from FOMC meetings are associated with rapid decreases in volatility, which is attributable to the “put
protection” offered to the equity market. This can be observed empirically by the steep reduction in the VIX
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index as well as large losses in VIX futures following meetings. In turn, the market will also typically
experience a sharp positive rebound in response to protective intervention, driving up the value of a shortmaturity straddle. We confirm this intuition in a sub-sample analysis of the financial crisis.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides a short discussion of relevant
literature and theory, Section 3 presents our main data and results, Section 4 considers results for morefocused vega- and gamma-neutral straddles, and Section 5 concludes.

2. Related Literature and Theoy
The goal of this section is to provide an overview of theory and draw connections between risk premiums,
straddle returns and VIX future returns, and the implications of macroeconomic news. We start our
discussion with the variance risk premium.
2.1. Variance Risk Premium
The variance risk premium is the price investors are willing to pay in order to hedge against a change in the
future volatility of the security. Since the risk-averse investor dislikes increases in volatility, she would be
willing to accept low returns on average for assets that produce high returns when volatility is higher than
expected. For example, Bakshi and Kapadia (2003) show the existence of the variance risk premium by
analyzing profits and losses from delta-hedged positions on the S&P 500. The authors establish a portfolio
with a long call, which is hedged by a short position in the stock. By dynamically hedging this portfolio, the
authors can infer returns from risk related only to volatility. These positions generate large average losses,
which provides evidence of a non-zero variance risk premium.
The presence of a negative variance risk premium has also been documented for more complex option
portfolios. Carr and Wu (2009) quantify the variance risk premium by using the market price on a synthetic
variance swap. Variance swaps are created by using a linear combination of option prices, and have payoffs
that are equal to the difference between the realized variance and the swap rate implied by the options. The
authors conclude that the returns on these contracts are on average strongly negative, implying a negative
premium to variance.
2.2. Jump Risk Premium
Returns on the delta-neutral straddle are also sensitive to the possibility of a discontinuous jump occurring
in the price of the underlying asset. Exposure to this risk also plays an important role in expected returns to
straddles. The increased likelihood of 4 jumps occurring as a result of macroeconomic news will increase
the price of straddles. Jump risk is treated distinctly from volatility risk discussed in the previous
subsection, since a jump in asset price can be associated with crash-like events, which is separate from just
heightened volatility.
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Pan (2002) shows that there is a significant premium associated with time-varying jump risk, using a joint
time-series of the S&P 500 index and ATM short-dated options. This line of research is supportive of timevarying risk aversion for investors towards anticipated jumps. In the context of macroeconomic news, if
upcoming news increases investor expectations of a price jump it should also increase the size of the jump
premium required on announcement days. This will lead to significantly different expected returns to jump
sensitive assets on announcement days.
Recent research also links jump risks to disaster risk. For example, Santa-Clara and Yan (2010) use a pricing
model to imply jump intensity from S&P 500 index options. Their model translates risk of jumps into an exante jump risk premium. Their results indicate that, on average, compensation for jump risk is more than
half of the total equity premium. Seminal in this area, Bates (1991) demonstrates that OTM puts were
unusually expensive relative to ATM calls in the year prior to the October 1987 crash. The author derives a
jump-diffusion model in which the parameters demonstrated by options prices indicate an expected crash.
These studies imply jump-sensitive assets should have large payoffs during times of crisis, but will
command low expected returns on average. If investors attribute more weight to tail outcomes as a result of
announcement news, then this will be reflected by higher premiums for jump risk. Although the events
documented above are extreme events, they provide helpful insight into understanding why an investor
would pay a large premiums to hedge price jumps.
2.3. Asset Returns and Macroeconomic News
A long literature focuses on the behavior of announcement day volatility and jumps. For example, Lee and
Mykland (2008) and Lee (2011) present strong evidence that macroeconomic announcement news triggers
price jumps in the S&P 500 index. Evans 5 (2011) also argues that about one-third of jumps are a result of
macroeconomic news announcements. These jumps are large in nature, and contribute significantly to the
total price variation. Huang (2015) also finds that there are significantly more jumps on macroeconomic
news days than no-news days, and both volatility and jumps are affected by the news release surprises. This
supporting set of research ties risk premiums and anticipation of price jumps. If investors are willing to pay
a premium to insure against jump risk, they would be willing to pay even more for protection on news days.
This is consistent with the finding of significantly negative returns to straddle positions formed prior to
announcement days.
However, the nature of FOMC announcements is different. Other announcements provide relevant
information regarding the state of the economy, but are backwardlooking. For example, the Consumer Price
Index calculation involves measuring changes in price of goods over the previous month from a market
basket. While this information gives agents a pulse on the economy, it does not directly provide guidance
for the path of prices, or precise policy responses to this new fundamental information. Investors must infer
central bank policy responses to these indicators.
But, beginning in 1999 the FOMC started releasing balance of risk statements that accompanied fed funds
rate target changes. It is an indicator of the committee’s views for future risks of heightened inflation or
economic weakness. These statements not only explain the logic behind a current policy action, but express
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an outlook on future policy stance and convey information (somewhat directly) to investors about the Fed’s
future policy tilt. For example, if the statement included the phrasing “the risks are mainly weighted
towards conditions that may generate economic weakness in the future” it would be indicator of lax future
policy. This communication regarding future policy path may even have a greater impact on stock indices
than actual rate changes Rosa (2011).
The FOMC’s ability to lower rates and provide forward guidance through the balance-of-risks statement as a
stability measure in times of crisis makes this type of economic news unique. FOMC meetings are prescheduled periods that allow the 6 committee to intervene in markets during times of high uncertainty by
providing policy protection to falling asset prices (ex. pledging to keep rates low for an extended period of
time). We document this further through examples and literature presented in the upcoming paragraphs.

3. Data and Results
The central hypothesis of this paper is that premiums for volatility and jump risk should be substantially
different on macroeconomic announcement days, as reflected by returns on VIX futures and delta-neutral
straddle returns. In this data section, I test this hypothesis by forming portfolios and aggregating their
returns across different sets of announcement days.
3.1. Synthetic 30-day VIX Futures Returns
First, we examine the return characteristics of another asset sensitive to market volatility on announcement
days, namely futures on the CBOE Volatility Index (VIX). The intent of the VIX index is to measure the 30-day
expected volatility on the S&P 500 index extracted from a strip of OTM put and call options. In contrast to
the straddle, a VIX futures position is intended to provide direct exposure to market volatility. The study of
the return patterns of futures positions provides insight into compensation for variance risk on
announcement days.
We provide descriptive statistics of VIX futures returns. Data on VIX futures is collected from the
OptionMetrics database for the period of Jan 04, 2007 to June 13th 2017. VIX futures were introduced in
early 2006, however liquidity in this market took time to develop. There are also several complications in
analyzing VIX future positions that are partitioned by specific days. As noted in Eraker and Wu (2014), short
maturity futures experience significantly greater losses compared to longer term futures. Given that the
majority of economic announcements occur at the beginning of the month, analyzing returns to a single
front-month future could create a positive bias for returns on news days.
To address this concern, we construct a synthetic 30-day constant maturity future, utilizing a methodology
similar to Eraker and Wu (2014). On each day, we select the two nearest term futures contracts. Then
calculate the absolute distance between each contracts’ days-to-settlement and 30, or
The notation is used for the front-month future, and for the back-
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mponth future. Each futures position is rolled at the daily close price. Returns to the 30-day VIX future
are represented as:
(1)
where

is the closing price of the front-month contract, and

is the closing price of the back-month

contract. Each contract is weighted by
, or one minus its percentage of the total distance for both
1
contracts from 30 days. In simple terms, these are portfolios of front and back month futures, with the
heavier weight allocated to the future that is closer to 30 days.
The daily average returns of futures positions over the sample was -0.156%. This represents substantial
annualized losses of approximately -32.5%. Given that VIX futures serve as a hedge to market variance,
these findings are consistent with a negative price of variance risk. We calculate VIX future returns on
macroeconomic announcement days and days with multiple announcements, which is displayed in Table 1.
For several announcements, VIX futures display large average losses. During NFP and ISM days VIX futures
perform particularly poorly, with returns of -0.42% and -0.44%, respectively. However, VIX futures
experience their largest losses during FOMC announcements (-1.3%). This a stark contrast to the returns on
days with no announcement (-0.07%). The vastly different average return patterns across days are evidence
of a relatively larger premium for insuring against volatility risk on scheduled announcements.
The magnitude of futures losses during FOMC news is consistent with the role of monetary policy resolving
uncertainty in financial markets. Amengual and Xiu (2014) find that resolution of policy uncertainty
provided during FOMC meetings are associated with sharp decreases in volatility. A drop in realized
volatility would cause substantial losses to a long position on VIX future. Bekaert, Hoerova, and Duca (2013)
explore the links between risk, uncertainty and monetary policy using a VAR framework. Their intuition is
that uncertainty alters the employment and output decisions of firms, leading a monetary authority to
respond to high uncertainty in order to improve real economic conditions. This finding supports to an
important point of this paper, which is that the FOMC contemporaneously looks at volatility in financial
markets while setting monetary policy. As such, meetings provide a fixed date on which the committee can
systematically act to reduce that volatility, also generating losses on futures.
3.2. Delta-Neutral Straddle Returns
For options data our sample period covers spans January 1st, 2001 to May 20, 2017. Equity options data for
S&P 500 index options are taken from the OptionMetrics database which includes option Greeks, implied
volatilities, end-of-day bid and ask quotes, volume, and open interest. We apply a series of filters to ensure

When a contract exists with exactly 30 days left to maturity, it is set to have a weight of 1. During some periods, the closest maturity future
exceeds 30 days. In these cases, the weight on this contract is also set to 1.
1
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the validity of the options quotes.2 Upon straddle formation, only options with an absolute delta between
0.45 and 0.55 are used. To calculate daily returns on individual options we use the option’s mid-quote. Since
multiple straddles may fit this criteria on a single day, we also provide summary statistics for volume and
equal weighted returns. Straddles are then reformed on a daily basis.
As an example of a volume weighted straddle, assume at time t-1 the stock price S = 1000 and there are two
ATM calls and puts each with strikes of 1000 and 1005. The volume for the 1000-strike is 500, and the 1005strike is 1500. Returns to the straddle are measured over a holding period of the end-of-day at time t-1 to
end-of-day at time t. The return on the 1000-straddle is weighted by 25% (500/2000), and the return on the
1005-straddle is weighted by 75% (1500/2000). Assume at the end of day t, the stock price is S’. New ATM
straddles are chosen around S’, weighted by volume, and returns are measured to end-of-day at t+1.
Summary statistics for volume weighted and equal weighted delta-neutral returns are presented in Table 2.
The average daily returns for equal-weighted and volumeweighted returns are -0.45% and -0.46%,
respectively. In annualized terms, this represents significant losses to the volume-straddle portfolio of 113.0% . This result is of similar magnitude compared to Coval and Shumway (2001), who document
negative returns to straddle positions as a result of a negative premium for volatility risk.
Table 2 provides straddle returns based on macroeconomic announcement days, which are daily holding
period returns for five different types of announcements, as well as for days with multiple announcements.
Our findings indicate that several news days generate highly negative holding period straddle returns.3 On
days when the Consumer Price Index, NonFarm Payroll, ISM Manufacturing, and Industrial Production are
announced average returns are significantly negative at five and one percent confidence levels. The average
straddle returns on these days are -1.56%, -2.40%, -1.10% and -1.77%, respectively. In comparison, days
with no announcements average -0.30%.
It is intuitive that days on which macroeconomic information systematically impacts volatility are also days
on which volatility and jump premiums are largest. While implied volatility on these days has a tendency to
fall, realized volatility can be mixed. Investors are willing to pay larger premiums for variance and jump
insurance due the risk of bad economic news causing higher volatility or triggering negative price jumps.
However, an interesting empirical finding is the positive returns for straddles during FOMC announcement
periods. On average, straddles held through FOMC days earn 1.66% with a highly significant T-stat of 2.24%.
2

To be included in straddle calculations, the option must satisfy these conditions:
i) Option price (average of bid and ask) is greater than $0.125 .
iii) Option contract has non-missing volume.
iv) The option has a maturity between 10 and 60 days.
v) Option bid price > 0, bid < offer.
vi) Put options must have a strike price >= bid and offer >= max(0, strikeprice − stockprice)
vii) Call options must have stock price >= bid and offer >= max(0, stockprice − strikeprice)

Given that the return patterns are empirically similar between volume and equal weighted returns, we proceed by only discussing volume
weighted straddle returns in the text for the sake of brevity. However, equal weighted results are still presented in the table.
3
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These positive returns contrast with the negative returns observed on other announcement days, as well as
the empirical fact that VIX futures experience their largest losses on FOMC days (-1.35%). How can two
assets sensitive to market variance realize such significant returns with opposing signs? The answer resides
in the construction of these securities, as well as the presence of another significant risk factor in deltaneutral straddle returns.
The VIX index is calculated by using a near and next-term strip of out-of-the money put and call options
centered on an at-the-money strike price, where moneyness is determined by the forward price of SPX level.
These options must have at least 23 days to expiration, and no more than 37. In contrast, our delta-neutral
straddles is a portfolio of at-the-money options that have maturities between 10 and 60 days. While returns
of both types of options are sensitive to volatility, near-term ATM options have significantly higher gammas
making their returns highly responsive to price jumps. Our hypothesis is that the premium for jump risk
dominates our delta-neutral straddle returns observed on announcement days. We test this theory in the
next section by synthesizing new straddle portfolios which isolate jump and volatility separately.

4. Gamma- and Vega-Neutral Straddles
A potential shortcoming with evaluating the returns from a delta-neutral straddle is disentangling whether
risk premia is driven by pure volatility or jump risk. Cremers et al. (2015) demonstrate that they are
separately priced risk factors, and can explain the cross-sectional variation of stock returns. In the context
of economic theory, an investor seeking to hedge negative shifts in investment opportunities due to
variance can weigh her portfolio towards assets that co-vary positively with equity market variance. Option
portfolios with large vegas will be very sensitive to small changes in volatility. The option vega is a measure
of the impact of a change in volatility of the underlying security on the option price. Since straddles have
high sensitives to market variance 11 (large vegas) on average, they deliver low expected returns.
Straddle holders are also exposed to jump risk. If the underlying asset experiences a large discontinuous
jump in price, the straddle will no longer remain delta-neutral, and will be exposed to directional
movements of the underlying asset. Option gamma is the rate of change of the portfolio’s delta with respect
to the price of the underlying asset. An option portfolio with a large gamma will also be sensitive to
underlying price jumps. A natural next step is to determine exactly which type of risk is the driver of
observed straddle returns during specific macroeconomic news periods. This can be done by analyzing two
other options strategies, the gamma-neutral vega-positive straddle and a vega-neutral gamma-positive
strategy.4 Cremers et al. (2015) demonstrate that these options strategies create high exposures to volatility
and jump risk respectively, and are orthogonal to one another.
Creating the strictly vega-positive option portfolio involves purchasing one distant maturity straddle and
selling multiple short term straddles such that the total gamma of the portfolio is zero. To form a gammaThe overall strategy remains delta-neutral, since it involves combining multiple straddles that are already have a delta of zero.

4
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positive option portfolio, one short maturity straddle is purchased and multiple longer term straddles are
sold in a ratio that nets a portfolio of vega zero. We form a vega positive, gamma neutral portfolio by
selecting a delta-neutral straddle on each day with the longest time to maturity and then largest total
volume after applying the filters. The short straddle is selected by closest time to maturity and highest
volume.
To form a gamma-positive option portfolio, one short maturity delta-neutral straddle is purchased, and
multiple longer-term straddles are sold in a ratio that nets a portfolio of vega zero. We create this position
by selecting the straddle with the shortest time to maturity each day. If there are multiple ATM straddles
with the same expiration, the highest total volume straddle is selected. The vega is offset by selling
straddles with the longest time to maturity and highest volume.
Table 3 lists the returns to the vega positive strategy. It is immediately apparent that volatility risk does not
play a large role in returns behavior exhibited on announcement days, or during the sample as a whole. The
full sample daily average returns to the vega positive strategy is 0.047%, which does not display a significant
difference from zero. For most announcements, vega straddles only have small positive returns, which is
not consistent with a negative premium for variance A possible reason for the insignificance of the vega
straddle results compared to delta-neutral straddles involves the weighting scheme and calendar formation
of the long and short positions. The delta-neutral straddles were created by volume weighting using a
options that expire between 10 and 60 days. The longest dated options were at most 60 days and possibly
were assigned very small weights. In comparison, the vega strategy uses options expiring up to 90 days and
only selects a single straddle with a criterion of longest time to maturity. Since this strategy only picks a
single straddle to establish a short and long position return patterns are likely to be very noisy.
Table 4 presents results for the gamma positive options strategy. These portfolios experience losses on a
daily basis, averaging -1.1% over the full sample. This finding is consistent large price of risk for insuring
against jumps. When days are separated based on announcement, it is apparent the gamma portfolio has
much lower returns on most news days. These news releases are the NFP (-4.8%), IP (-3.7%) ,and ISM (2.1%), which represent even more substantial losses than simple delta-neutral straddles. In the case of
FOMC announcements, FOMC day returns to the gamma positive strategy are positive (1.75%). Besides
providing evidence that the observed straddle returns on these days are not spurious, it also indicates that
the jump component is the primary factor in expected option returns.
However, our sample does contain the unique period of the financial crisis. The notion we explore is that the
FOMC-day returns of gamma portfolios are a result of the committee undertaking extreme measures to
restore stability to financial markets through policy action. In our sample, we use a wider range for the
recession period than what is listed by the NBER. Even after the officially stated end of the recession by
NBER (which was June 2009), there was heightened awareness of future FOMC 13 policy direction with
regards to QE. We begin our recession sample after August 10th, 2007, when the Federal Reserve announced
in an official statement that downside risks to growth have increased as a result of the sub-prime mortgage
crisis and would provide liquidity as necessary to aid financial markets. Our recession subsample ends on
Dec 18th, 2013 upon the committees announcement of QE3 tapering at a rate of 10 Billion per meeting. We
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choose this endpoint because it represents significant change in stance for the FOMC compared to the
easing policies enacted in the prior five years. Our view is that this announcement altered investors
expectations regarding the future news content and policy direction in FOMC statements.
Table 5 contains statistics for gamma straddles for the recession period sub-sample. This set of results
provides insights into two notions. First, it demonstrates that our results for gamma are not simply driven
by the financial crisis, even though absolute returns are significantly larger during this period. In the nonrecession period, on NFP, ISM, and IP days the gamma-positive straddle returns are still highly negative.
However, during the recession periods returns on these announcements sustain greater losses of -5.5%, 5.4%, and -5%, respectively. Interestingly, returns on CPI announcement are positive, which opposes the
sign on the simple delta-neutral straddle. The partitioned FOMC-day result displays positive returns for both
sub-samples of nonrecession (1.1%) and recession (8%). This finding indicates that the positive returns to
the gamma-positive straddles are mainly a product of the extraordinary actions taken by the federal reserve
to calm markets.
Secondly, it lends support to our risk based explanation of straddle returns. During the period following the
financial crisis, the outcomes of major economic indicators became highly uncertain. During these times it
was inherently more risky to for an investor to take a short position on volatility or jumps. Therefore, large
average returns on announcements are reflective of relatively higher compensation for short volatility
positions compared to expansionary cycles.

5. Conclusion
In this paper, we establish the existence of a significantly larger premium for insuring against variance and
jump risk on macroeconomic news days. This is reflected by steep losses on VIX futures positions and deltaneutral straddle returns during scheduled macroeconomic announcements. However, not all
announcements are equal. Notably, substantial average losses on VIX futures occur during Federal Open
Market Committee announcements, whereas the most substantial average gains on delta-neutral straddles
occur during this time. We decompose this anomaly by isolating variance and jump risks in delta-neutral
straddles by offsetting the vega or gamma in each options portfolio. We find that the primary driver of the
observed straddle returns is the jump risk in short-dated straddles. We conclude the positive returns on
FOMC days are a result of resolution of financial market uncertainty during periods of turmoil, which cause
sharp rallies in underlying equity prices.
Our research makes several substantial contributions. Savor and Wilson (2013) show that market risk
premium is concentrated to only a few macroeconomic news days a year. First, we build on this notion by
demonstrating the primary portion of returns from hedging against variance and jump risk accrued on
macroeconomic news days. Second, we demonstrate the unique impact of FOMC announcements on VIX
futures and SPX straddle returns. Third, we show that jump risk in short dated straddles is responsible for
the documented delta-neutral returns.
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Related to this notion, Santa-Clara and Yan (2010) show that compensation for jump risk is more than half of
the total equity premium, and during periods of crisis it comes close to 100% of the premium. Our results
indicate this risk manifests mainly during macroeconomic announcements, and its premium is accrued
primarily on these news days.
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Table 1
Descriptive statistics for VIX futures returns
The table shows summary statistics for returns to long positions in 30 day VIX futures on specific types of
macro news announcement days. The types of announcement days are: DeltaNF P Change in Non-farm
Payrolls, CP IMoM Consumer Price Index, month over month change, F OMC Federal Reserve Open Market
Committee rate decision (upper bound), IP MoM Industrial Production Index, month over month change,
ISM Institute of Supply Management Manufacturing Index, and None for days with no announcement.
In all cases, the underlying variable is the 2-day return. The statistics presented are the mean, standard
deviation, skewness, z-statistic against the null hypothesis of zero, and the p-value for the null hypothesis.
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Table 2
Descriptive statistics for straddles
The table shows summary statistics for returns to delta-neutral straddle positions in S&P500 index options
around specific types of macro news announcement days. The types of announcement days are: NF P
Change in Non-farm Payrolls, CP IMoM Consumer Price Index, month over month change, F OMC Federal
Reserve Open Market Committee rate decision (upper bound), IP MoM Industrial Production Index, month
over month change, ISM Institute of Supply Management Manufacturing Index, and None for days with no
announcement. In all cases, the underlying variable is the daily return. The statistics presented are the
mean, standard deviation, skewness, z-statistic against the null hypothesis of zero, and the p-value for the
null hypothesis.
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Table 3
Descriptive statistics for vega-positive gamma-neutral straddles
The table shows summary statistics for returns to long positions in S&P 500 index option straddle portfolios
arranged to have positive vega (exposure to volatility changes) but zero gamma (exposure to index price
jumps). The returns are measured on specific types of macro news announcement days. The types of
announcement days are: NF P Change in Non-farm Payrolls, CP IMoM Consumer Price Index, month over
month change, F OMC Federal Reserve Open Market Committee rate decision (upper bound), IP MoM
Industrial Production Index, month over month change, ISM Institute of Supply Management Manufacturing
Index, and None for days with no announcement. In all cases, the underlying variable is the daily return. The
statistics presented are the mean, standard deviation, minimum, maximum, and skewness.
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Table 4
Descriptive statistics for gamma-positive vega-neutral straddles
The table shows summary statistics for returns to long positions in S&P 500 index option straddle portfolios
arranged to have positive gamma (exposure to index price jumps) but zero vega (exposure to volatility). The
returns are measured on specific types of macro news announcement days. The types of announcement
days are: DeltaNF P Change in Non-farm Payrolls, CP IMoM Consumer Price Index, month over month
change, F OMC Federal Reserve Open Market Committee rate decision (upper bound), IP MoM Industrial
Production Index, month over month change, ISM Institute of Supply Management Manufacturing Index,
and None for days with no announcement. In all cases, the underlying variable is the daily return. The
statistics presented are the mean, standard deviation, minimum, maximum, and skewness.
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Table 5
Descriptive statistics for gamma-positive straddles in recessions and recoveries
The table shows summary statistics for returns to gamma-positive,delta-neutral straddle positions in
S&P500 index options around specific types of macro news announcement. Results are reported separately
for recession and non-recession periods. The types of announcement days are: DeltaNF P Change in Nonfarm Payrolls, CP IMoM Consumer Price Index, month over month change, F OMC Federal Reserve Open
Market Committee rate decision (upper bound), IP MoM Industrial Production Index, month over month
change, ISM Institute of Supply Management Manufacturing Index, and None for days with no
announcement. In all cases, the underlying variable is the daily return. The statistics presented are the
mean, standard deviation, minimum, maximum, and skewness.
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